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Big enough to depend on, small enough to care



SOLO OFFERS

NEW HOTELS

NEW EXCURSIONSNEW TOURS

CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR (p11) WESTERN CARIBBEAN  
CRUISE & STAY (p15)

COLOURS OF NEW ENGLAND 
(p24) EAST COAST INSIDER (p25) WESTERN HIGHLIGHTS (p89)

This 12nt self-drive tour takes in iconic 
venues and historical sites from Chicago, 
Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, 
New York City and Boston. Walking in the 
footsteps of jazz, blues, rock, rap and pop 
legends, this is a great option for music 
lovers.

GREAT NORTH 
MUSIC TOUR (p23)

This 14nt self-drive tour by car or 
motorhome takes in the sights and sounds 
of the Deep South, including Nashville, 
Huntsville, Montgomery, New Orleans, 
Vacherie, Lafayette, Natchez, Vicksburg 
and Memphis.

DELVE INTO THE DEEP 
SOUTH TOUR (p63)

This excellent value, fun and family-oriented 
hotel offers a relaxed and easy atmosphere 
with a cool surf vibe woven throughout. This 
hotel features spacious, two bedroom suites 
that sleep up to six, making it the perfect spot 
for families of any size. 
Orlando (p48)

3H UNIVERSAL’S SURFSIDE INN & SUITES

This 24-hour pass offers the freedom to 
explore the city aboard a double-decker 
bus, taking in a selection of famous sights 
and attractions.

NYC ALL AROUND TOWN  
HOP-ON-HOP-OFF (p27)

A stately and historic landmark in Midtown 
Manhattan, this luxury retreat blends modern 
convenience with timeless luxury, and is 
beloved by New Yorkers and cherished by 
visitors seeking a quintessential New York 
experience and an inspired array of options 
for dining and drinks. New York (p29)

5H LOTTE NEW YORK PALACE
An extra-affordable, carefree escape that 
perfectly blends the cool calm of a coastal 
retreat with all the fun of Universal Orlando 
Resort. Opening March 2020, this resort 
is designed for families of all sizes with two 
bedroom suites that sleep up to six. 
Orlando (p48)

3H UNIVERSAL’S DOCKSIDE INN & SUITES

Visitors can eat and explore their 
way around Chicago’s Loop District, 
experience all the city’s biggest food hits, 
and discover some of the city’s world-
renowned architecture and public art on 
foot on this half-day tour.

CHICAGO FOOD TOUR 
(p40)

Surrounded by the beauty of the Great 
Smoky Mountains, this family-friendly hotel 
is also just minutes away from the excitement 
of Dollywood Theme Park. Tennessee (p68)

4H DOLLYWOOD’S DREAMMORE RESORT

Embrace a slower pace and dine in 
sophisticated comfort on this decadent 
3 hour journey through the Napa Valley 
aboard an elegant vintage train.

NAPA VALLEY WINE TRAIN 
GOURMET EXPRESS LUNCH (p90)

A Hollywood landmark since 1927, 
this hotel hosted the first ever Academy 
Awards, and is in walking distance of the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame, Grauman’s 
Chinese Theatre and so much more. The 
hotel’s Tropicana Pool is also famous 
for its historical mural, painted by David 
Hockney. Los Angeles (p99)

4H HOLLYWOOD ROOSEVELT

A fascinating stroll that combining eating 
and exploring on a rollicking jaunt 
past iconic fountains, glitzy venues and 
people-packed promenades. Includes 
visits to four highly-acclaimed restaurants 
to feast on at least 12 chef-prepared 
dishes and 3 signature drinks. 

LIP SMACKING AFTERNOON 
CULINARY ADVENTURES (p112)


